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The volume consists of a collection of contributions from the seminar Digital & Documentation. Reading and Communicating Cultural Heritage, 

Architecture, Sapienza University of Rome, promotes the themes of digital modeling and virtual environments applied to the documentation 
of the tangible, intangible and natural Cultural Heritage. The event has provided the contribution of external experts who are engaged in the 
management and conservation of the most important Italian cultural assets.
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Laura Carlevaris, Architect, Ph.D. 
in Survey and Representation of 
Architecture and the Environment, 
is Associate Professor in Sapienza 
University of Rome.
She is a member of the SDRA Dept. 
(Dept. of History, Representation 

and a member of the Teaching 
Board of the Representation, History 
and Conservation Doctorate course 
of Sapienza.
Her studies and researchs mainly 
concern Descriptive Geometry, its 
methods, its foundamentals, history 
and teaching strategies, as well 
as representation and drawing of 
Architecture and the landscape and 
their thechniques.
She’s currently teaching Architectural 
and Urban Survey in the Master 
degree in Architecture of Sapienza 
University of Rome and Drawing and 
Representation in the Landscape 
and Enviromental Planning and 
Design Bachelor’s Degree of Tuscia 
University, in the DIBAF Department 
(Department for Innovation in 
Biological, Agro-food and Forest 

Graziano M. Valenti, Associate 
Professor in the Dept. of History, 
Representation and Restoration of 
Architecture, Sapienza University 
of Rome, awarded the National 

Professor. His research activity 
focuses on the application of digital 
technologies to support design, 

communication of industrial and 
architectural products, with regard to 
Cultural Heritage, with the objective 
of anticipating future operational 
scenarios and solving current 
application problems. An expert in 
computer science, he’s designed 
and implemented procedures and 
applications for sharing, integrating 
and representing data distributed 

and representation of integrated and 

the role of both a container and a 
processing unit for heterogeneous 

he’s promoted and participated in 
numerous university research projects 
funded by Sapienza and MUR.

Digital & Documentation 2020 ultural 

meaning, within the complex process of Cultural Heritage valuing. A Drawing considered in the noblest and broadest 
meaning of the term, interpreted as a fundamental and main aid to the comprehension and communication of nature 
and artifacts belonging to real or imaginary space, which are expressed in the forms of tangible and intangible assets. 
A Drawing that is a privilege of humanity, through which humanity itself can express its Cultural 
from it. A Drawing that is embodied in a multiplicity of theories, tools and forms of expression, which are synergisti-

its own traces and, as Franco Purini reminds us, is memory : synchronic and diachronic documentation of the human 

second, of principal aid to the layering, integration, processing, representation and communication of documentation. 
ultural -

-

communities.

area. This is demonstrated by the fact that the event from which it originated is promoted by the Department that 
integrates the disciplines of History, Representation and Restoration of Architecture: a context of full contamination, 

input to support the initiative.
From this perspective, the contributions here presented, devoting special attention to the considerable communica-
tive, pervasive and persuasive potential of digital documentation of the cultural asset, interpreted as an augmented 
information support of the asset itself and a privileged way to get to its comprehension, are intended to accelerate 

-
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regard for dissemination and popularization methodologies, considered vital communication processes for the en-
hancement of Cultural Heritage, fall within this context.

diverse audience in terms of nature and interests. Pathways of research, therefore, allowing both to disseminate re-

scholars. And it is precisely through these two priority communication channels, of raising awareness and attracting 
the interest of vast communities in the analyzed assets, that the main objective of the Study day is achieved in terms 

reports of experiences carried out or being conducted, and test operations of the best practices established to date. 
The meeting we are presenting in these pages becomes the scene of debates, comparisons and demos of innovations, 

analysis, dissemination and communication of Cultural Heritage.
In the three years of experimentation and evolution of Digital & Documentation Study days, which was intended to be 

ultural Heritage management actors and in-depth studies 

to younger forces.
-

as Federica Rinaldi, Head of the Flavian Amphitheater, and Stefano Borghini, Curator of digital enhancement of the 

All contributions are introduced by moderators who, with extreme expertise, have reconnected in an original and purpose-
ful way the authors’ researches.

Drawing as theory. In Journal of Aesthetics -

Foreword

raising from the solid foundation of the established culture of more mature generations.
Indeed, we should not forget that the documentation of Cultural Heritage, today more than ever, has assumed a fun-
damental role in the collective global cultural horizon: natural phenomena and the dramatic and incomprehensible 
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